
High Level Stop Light

Those of you who have attended the ‘Best of British’ weekends in Canberra may remember a yellow 4/4 that was shunted up the back by a tin top while out on one of
the runs around our countryside. I believe the tin tops excuse was that he didn’t see the brake light of the Morgan. I decided then that when I restored my ’67 +4, I
would fit a third stop light where it could be seen. In the event although I incorporated the wire for the new stoplight in the loom, I never got around to actually fitting one.

Neil 's high level stop light looks completely in keeping with the Morgan Detail view of the mount

I had been mulling around the problem of how to fit the light such that it could be seen over the top of the suitcase when we used the luggage rack and yet didn’t appear
to be sticking up above the spare tyre like a trifid at other times. Then the penny dropped – lash it to the tyre with a leather strap normally and then add a further length
of strap to attach the fitting to the suitcase as needed. Out came the tin snips and the result is as you see.

Materials you will need are

A stop light (mine came from Supercheap Auto $2.50 on special).

A piece of 1.5mm thick aluminium; 26 cm long x 9cm. wide (slightly more than the diameter of your chosen light).

A piece of thin rubber to pad the finished base from the tyre.

Half a dozen pop rivets.

Some suitable electrical wire.



A rubber grommet of a size to take your wire

A leather belt about 3cm wide to attach the fitting to the tyre (Mine came from the throw-out table at Target $8)

A longer leather strap of compatible width to go around the suitcase.

Araldite and contact adhesive

Etch primer, primer and top coat.

Scribe up the surface of your piece of aluminium as per the attached diagram. Cut out the curve of your stop light at one end; drill this for the stop light attaching
screws, the hole for the grommet and the rivets. Bend up this end to about 60 degrees and then remove it from the stock. Cut a piece from the centre of the tongue the
width of your leather belt and slightly longer than the tongue to allow the belt to fit snugly beneath the piece carrying the stop light.

Take the balance of your piece of aluminium and, placing it over your spare tyre, form it to shape as the base with your two hands. Mine is about 50/50 sidewall to
tread. Place the piece which will carry the stop light in a suitable position on the base, adjust the angle, confirm the leather strap will fit between them without binding
and mark out the positions of the rivets. Drill, Pop rivet and Araldite the two pieces together. Feed the leather strap through the assembly and around the tyre; mark out
the strap and assembly for riveting, and cut the strap to length. Drill the assembly and the strap as marked. Prime and top coat the assembly but not the underside.
When completely dry attach the strap and the stop light to the assembly remembering to use the grommet to protect the electrical wire. Cut the piece of thin rubber to
the size of the base and glue with contact adhesive; this will protect the tyre from the rivet heads.

Wire to the loom with a suitable weatherproof plug in parallel with the existing stop lights, strap it on, test and have yourself a beer.
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